Zentera ZCA for Secure Private Line
Multi-Gigabit Security through Overlay Application Proxy Networks
MPLS Encryption in Cloud: The Throughput Problem
Cloud Service Providers like AWS and Microsoft Azure offer dedicated network
connection services to establish high-speed MPLS links from private onpremises or colocation environments to one of the AWS Direct Connect or Azure
ExpressRoute supported peering points. MPLS does not encrypt traffic and
under the shared responsibility model for security and compliance, protecting the
data remains customer’s responsibility, implemented and managed by
customers in the VPC.
Enterprises have traditionally used IPSec VPNs to address network encryption
between sites. The design and security implementation for IPSec VPN is
complex, with site-to-site persistent connection shared by multiple applications.
IPSec VPNs lack host / application level security as well as end-to-end data
encryption, as the tunnel terminates at the VPN concentrator.
High-speed IPsec is provided by hardware VPN concentrators at each end of the
tunnel, but for cloud deployments, software VPN gateways running on a cloud
VM must be used. There is a “speed limit” of about 1.25Gbps for software-based
implementations of IPsec. IPsec is a Layer 3 protocol without any knowledge of
Layer 4 sequence numbers; as a result, packets from all flows through a single
CPU core to prevent reordering. Software VPNs from all vendors, including AWS
and Microsoft Azure VPN gateways face this limitation in IPsec throughput. Not
only does this limit application flow bandwidth, it also impacts the transport
utilization. For example, a 2 Gbps Azure ExpressRoute circuit limited to 1.25 Gbps
operates at 62.5% utilization. This is a fundamental limitation of IPsec technology
on modern multicore CPUs which cannot be improved with a faster network
transport.

Zentera ZCA for Secure
Private Line
• TeraFlow™ encryption multigigabit single-flow
performance and TLS 1.3strength protection
• Security Filter Table built-in
for firewalling function
• Works on any private line,
including Azure
ExpressRoute and AWS
Direct Connect
• Implements without
touching existing network
and security infrastructure
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Zentera ZCA Secure Private Line
Illustration of the IPsec “Speed Limit” – network performance throttled by a single CPU core

Zentera TeraFlow™ Encryption
Zentera Cloud Access (ZCA) zCenter release 5.2.1 and up supports a new feature called TeraFlow, which enables for
high speed transport between pairs of Gateway Proxy machines.
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The fundamental CoIP® proxy technology is implemented at TCP/IP Layer 5, and as a result the Gateway Proxy
machines are aware of Layer 4 flow concepts. TeraFlow can distribute packets from a single application flow to multiple
CPUs while ensuring packet ordering, allowing much more efficient utilization of the Gateway Proxy CPU and higher
throughput. Zentera has demonstrated single flow performance (application to application) of 6Gbps, and aggregate
performance with multiple flows exceeding 10Gbps on a single Gateway Proxy.
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TeraFlow Encryption results in AWS demonstrate more efficient CPU utilization for encryption
Multiple Gateway Proxy machines can be clustered in parallel to achieve 20Gbps or higher aggregate link encryption
over an MPLS WAN transport.

Security Filter Table
The original implementation of Zentera zCenter supported a whitelist model for security enforcement; applications or
endpoints were admitted to the overlay network by whitelist policy, defined in an Application Profile. Zentera zCenter
release 6.1.1, that model has been revised and now supports firewall-style permit and deny rules; this enables
administrators to define both whitelist and blacklist policies, based on L3 and L4 (Endpoint and Gateway Proxy), and
application (Endpoint Proxy only).
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Zentera ZCA Secure Private Line
Remote Database Replication with Zentera ZCA
The power Security Filter Table function can be combined with TeraFlow encryption to enable secure high-speed
database replication to the cloud. Database replication is frequently a critical part of backup or disaster recovery
services, and are required to meet certain operational targets. Databases with large change rates need high per-flow
performance to enable replication while delivering the required Recovery Point and Recovery Time Objectives
(RPO/RTO). For example, a database with a 1TB daily change rate will require >2Gbps single flow throughput to achieve
a 1-hour RPO – not achievable with IPsec VPN and a software-based VPN gateway.
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The diagram below illustrates database replication using Gateway Proxy machines to provide a high-speed, filtered and
encrypted connection between machine A (database machine) in an on-premises environment, and machine B
(replication target) in a cloud environment. To start the replication, Host A makes a connection to the on-premises
Gateway Proxy, which then initiates the CoIP setup to create a TLS 1.3 tunnel to the cloud Gateway Proxy, which in turn
forwards traffic to Host B. Because all communications are with the Gateway Proxy server, neither Host A nor Host B
are aware that the other machine is remote.
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For security, the TLS 1.3 tunnel is built on-demand, and if database replication stops, the tunnel is automatically torn
down until it is needed again.
The Security Filtering Table can be programmed to whitelist specific servers (“only Host A can talk to Host B”), specific
ports/protocols (TCP with port numbers), and to blacklist known protocols/ports for extra security (e.g. TCP port 22).
To make the filtering as effective as possible, and to minimize cleartext traffic in the network, it is recommended to
deploy the Gateway Proxy machines as close as possible to the database servers – ideally, within the same DMZ as
part of a Deep Segmentation strategy to minimize the attack surface.
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Zentera ZCA Secure Private Line
This basic configuration has been used in customer production traffic to saturate multi-gigabit Microsoft Azure
ExpressRoute links.

Zentera ZCA vs IPsec Comparison
Technology
Network Component
Transparent to Routers/Firewalls
Encryption Tunnel
Tunnel Termination
TeraFlow Performance
Host-Based Controls
Application-Based Controls
Built-in Firewall

Zentera ZCA
Layer 5, Proxy
Gateway Proxy
Yes
TLS 1.3
At Gateway Proxy, near Endpoint
application edge
Yes; 6Gbps per flow
10+ Gbps aggregate
Yes
Yes (Endpoint Proxy)
Yes, SFT

IPsec with Cloud VPN Gateway
Layer 3, Network
Router/VPN Gateway
No
IPsec
At VPN Gateway/Concentrator, near
corporate edge
No; 1.25Gbps max

No
No
No
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